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Video walls continue to be a great way for a company to make a statement, and there’s no
sign that the trend is abating.
Applications continue to expand with projects ranging from retail to corporate to newsrooms
and concert halls. This is all driven by technological improvements including shrinking bezels,
LED panels and new controllers. A recent report by Future Market Insights predicts the
market for video walls will grow at an impressive 14.1 percent compound annual rate over the
next several years, reaching $14 billion by 2027 compared with $3.7 billion in 2017.
But as with any technology, video walls come with considerations that integrators need to
take into account when planning a new project. And while discussions about screen models,
software and content creation generally take center stage, there are other factors that are
equally as important.

Planning for the heavy lifting
Consider, for example, the headquarters of a large enterprise brand. It’s likely to be a place
where customers, investors, potential business partners and employees from all around the
company’s operating area come to visit. A video wall in the lobby or reception area can serve
as an informational tool, a promotional vehicle or even as a piece of artwork.
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But while a brand may desire a video wall in that space, they may not necessarily know how
to build one. Choosing display hardware and software may be a simple task, but what may
not be so simple is the construction of the wall itself.
That’s where a bit of expert advice can be an advantage.
“Clients often say, ‘Here’s the wall. We want you to put screens on it’,” said Brandon Breznick,
Assistant Communications Manager with Corona, California-based Premier Mounts. Premier
has been providing mounting solutions for the audiovisual industry since 1977.
“Unfortunately, the existing architecture may not be conducive for such a project,” he said.
“How do you mount a video wall in a space that wasn’t built for having one?”
So, to avoid having unexpected and costly surprises pop up in the middle of a project,
installers should include these steps in any construction plans:

Find out about the space
In many cases, especially with older buildings, the space may not have been designed with
the thought that a tenant may want to install a video wall or other A/V system. And often,
the building owner may not be enthused about a systems integrator drilling holes into the
structure. Even if they are, the installer may not have a clear idea of what the job will entail
until they actually begin work.
“Premier was going to install a fully custom video wall structure and the job was going to
include driving anchors into concrete,” Breznick said.
“The original architect sent us a plan showing that that there were two inches of concrete we
had to drill into,” he said. “We got there and it was only one inch of concrete. We ended up
having to bring in someone to survey the site, and it pushed back the installation time and
added to the cost.”
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In addition, installers need to consider how much space the project will use. If
installation requirements mean the video hardware extends a foot or more from the
wall, is that acceptable?
The takeaway here is that knowing the space before starting construction can save time,
money and headaches. Can an installer drill here? Will the structure support the weight of
a video wall? These are the types of questions that people don’t necessarily think about at
the beginning of a project.
And one consideration that is often overlooked is compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act, especially when it comes to video walls located in government or education
facilities as well as airports and other transportation hubs. The ADA includes restrictions on
how far a video wall can extend from the wall, as well as how low they are allowed to hang.
Not including ADA compliance in the planning stages can expose an organization to lawsuits
and/or fines.

Plan for serviceability
Electronics are relatively dependable these days, but it’s only a matter of time before
video wall components will need to be serviced. Maybe a screen goes out, or a cable
needs to be replaced.
Service is another one of those issues where a lack of planning can lead to costly results.
Skimping on a mounting solution may save a few dollars up front, but those savings can
quickly disappear if the mounting solution makes it difficult to service and it takes three
technicians an entire day to dismantle a video wall just to replace one screen that’s on the
fritz. Some LED displays can be serviced from the front, while others must be serviced from
the back of the display. Installers should consider the display options that will be the best fit
for the long-term success of the project.
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And along with reducing the costs of ownership, planning for serviceability can help
reduce the amount of time a video wall is offline when it does require service. An outage
lasting a few minutes may go relatively unnoticed, but one lasting hours or days can be
a poor reflection on a brand. Making a video wall easy to service can help keep outages
to a minimum.

Plan for power and connectivity
It sounds obvious, but power and connectivity can be overlooked until a project is well
into the planning stages. How easy will it be to connect video wall hardware to a power
supply? Are connections going to be relatively hidden, or will connections be a rat’s nest
of wires that detracts from the appearance of the structure?
And assuming there is a convenient
source of power, is it capable of
handling the wall’s needs? Electricians
are rarely considered in video wall
construction, but they should be
introduced early on as power output
is critical.
At the same time, installers need to
consider their connectivity options.
Wireless connections are becoming
more and more popular as a way to
update video wall content, but is it
possible to get a strong signal at the
video wall site? And if an Ethernet
connection is necessary, where will equipment be stored? Having an in-wall box solution
and hardware with cable routing capabilities is something that should be considered to
make this management easier.

Get all stakeholders involved
There are three main players in a video wall project: The manufacturer of the hardware, the
systems integrator actually putting the project together, and the end user.
But while each has the ultimate goal of creating a display that attracts attention, the distance
between each can mean that meeting the end user’s needs may be a meticulous process.
That’s especially true for custom projects. The end user will tell the integrator what they
want, and the integrator will tell the manufacturer what they need, but when it gets back to
the end user it may be a case of, “Sorry, but this isn’t exactly what I was thinking of.”
Having all stakeholders sit down together when a project is in the early stages of planning
and making sure everyone is on the same page with the end product will help alleviate
redesigns or other changes later in the process.
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Casino Project Calls for a Custom Touch
Challenges are nothing new to the team at Premier Mounts.
The company specializes in finding the most complex problems
that visual structure design faces and find solutions that match
the need for creating a seamless experience for its clients
and partners.
So when Samsung, one of the biggest display manufacturers
in the world, called needing some assistance on a massive
project, Premier answered in a big way.
The Peppermill Resort Spa Casino in Reno, Nevada, is one of
the most luxurious hospitality sites in the world. The property
has 1,621 guest rooms, an 82,000-square-foot casino, and a
33,000-square-foot Spa & Salon Toscana with a sun deck and
heated indoor pool. Some of the finest cuisine can be found at
the 10 award-winning restaurants that are part of the resort.
While the amenities are impressive, there was one area in need
of an upgrade: their heavily frequented sports book. While the
resort had direct-view LED in other areas, they knew installing
high-quality displays that showcased all major sporting events
would welcome and entertain guests for years to come.

allow patrons to easily view immersive content no matter where
they are located in the sports book.
To conquer the complicated yet necessary elements that were
needed to make this project a success, the design team turned
to Premier Dedicated Solutions, a division of Premier Mounts, to
do some custom mount manufacturing and machining of special
parts to create that curve without exposing seams.
Premier Mounts differs from traditional manufacturers in that
they are not just providing a product or hardware, but instead
deliver insights and expertise behind their team’s many years
of experience. The company knew that this vision could not
become a reality if they did not supply a quality custom mounting
solution that acted as a foundation for a project of this scope
and magnitude.

Now came a critical step to the project: How did they want to
take LED technology and apply it to existing architecture while
still providing viewers with total visual immersion?

Their Convergent bracket design was modified and installed onto
custom floor to ceiling uprights to create the framework for this
visual structure. By using a “stock” solution, the PDS team was
able to preserve time by using a bracket system as opposed to
individual, single piece frames. Multiple points of alignment and
adjustment also were critical parts of the mounting solution as
it allowed for adjustability throughout the installation to combat
occurrences of unevenness as each display was installed.

Because the Peppermill was already constructed, the resort’s
existing architecture became the canvas for this video wall
vision. After assessing the site and its conditions, it was
determined that the video wall structure would sit a whopping
110 feet in length and over 14 feet in height. In addition, the
overall system needed to incorporate a curve at each end to

“We built this video wall in less than 10 days,” said Joe Ness
executive director of entertainment, electronics, and media at
Peppermill Casinos. “During this whole time, we never shut
down the sports book at all. Literally, as soon as we took the
curtain down, customer and guests were going, ‘Wow.’

And by all accounts, the project was a massive success.
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The smart approach
These are just a few of the issues deployers should consider when planning a video wall
project. There are countless others, any of which that can being work to a screeching halt if
not planned for properly.
But that raises an obvious question. How does an end user that may be an expert in
managing a hospital, running a retail store or operating any other type of business know how
to plan for the installation of a video wall?
In most cases, they don’t.
“The solution is to work with a partner who’s experienced in all of these issues and can
advise them on the best strategy,” Breznick said. “That can help avoid a great many
headaches, and result in an overall better solution at the end of the day.”

About the sponsor:
Premier Mounts is the leader in superior display mounting solutions serving the diverse needs of the audiovisual industry
since 1977. Having over 700 legacy mounts, we lead the industry in responsive production at scale, maintaining quality,
and minimizing lead times. From our group of talented engineers to our dedicated team of customer service and sales
professionals, our core values are built on the bedrock principle that people come first. Our mission extends beyond simply
manufacturing products as we aim to develop personal relationships and partnerships with our customers in order to realize
their dreams. For more information, visit www.premiermounts.com.
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